Abstract-In third-generation (3G) wireless data networks, providing service to low data-rate users is required for maintaining fairness, but at the cost of reducing the cell's aggregate throughput. In this paper, we propose the Unified Cellular and Ad Hoc Network (UCAN) architecture for enhancing cell throughput while maintaining fairness. In UCAN, a mobile client has both 3G interface and IEEE 802.11-based peer-to-peer links. The 3G base station forwards packets for destination clients with poor channel quality to proxy clients with better channel quality. The proxy clients then use an ad hoc network composed of other mobile clients and IEEE 802.11 wireless links to forward the packets to the appropriate destinations, thereby improving cell throughput. We refine the 3G base station scheduling algorithm so that the throughput gains are distributed in proportion to users' average channel rates, thereby maintaining fairness. With the UCAN architecture in place, we propose novel greedy and on-demand protocols for proxy discovery and ad hoc routing that explicitly leverage the existence of the 3G infrastructure to reduce complexity and improve reliability. We further propose secure crediting mechanisms to motivate users that are not actively receiving to participate in relaying packets for others. Through both analysis and extensive simulations with HDR and IEEE 802.11b, we show that the UCAN architecture can increase individual user's throughput by more than 100 percent and the aggregate throughput of the HDR downlink by up to 50 percent.
INTRODUCTION
W E have witnessed swift advances in wireless communications and networking over the last decade, including a worldwide upgrade of cellular networks to 3G for wide-area data access and the widespread deployment of IEEE 802.11-based local area networks and hotspots. According to a recent business survey [1] , 55 percent of large US businesses will deploy a wireless wide-area data solution by mid-2006 for mobile workers to access a broad range of applications, while 50 percent of organizations will have WLAN deployments by 2006 [2] . Although both 3G wireless WAN and IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN share a large base of user population, there are several important differences in their current and near-future forms.
First, while wide-area wireless networks provide large cell coverage (up to 20 Km), the cell coverage in local-area wireless networks is limited (up to 250 m for IEEE 802.11). Second, while wide-area wireless networks offer relatively low throughput (38.6 Kbps to 2.4 Mbps in the latest commercial deployment of 1xEV-DO), local-area wireless networks offer relatively high throughput (1-11 Mbps for IEEE 802.11b and up to 54 Mbps for IEEE 802.11a and 802.11g). Third, while wide-area wireless networks operate in infrastructure mode with fixed base stations serving mobile users, local-area wireless networks can operate in ad hoc mode where mobile clients relay packets for each other over multihop wireless links.
Although there has been extensive research to date on improving the performance of each of these two technologies in isolation, one question that remains is whether they can be synergistically combined to leverage the advantages of each other. Our goal in this paper is to devise a new wireless networking paradigm that increases the throughput of wide-area wireless networks through opportunistic use of ad hoc local-area wireless networks. We call such a model UCAN: the Unified Cellular and Ad Hoc Network.
One prerequisite for the UCAN model is that each mobile device is equipped with two wireless interfaces. Fortunately, given the popularity of the IEEE 802.11b (WiFi) interface, it is already being embedded in every mobile device and, thus, the device only needs a 3G interface card to operate in UCAN. The convergence of mobile phones and computers, such as walkie-talkie PC, also foresees the popularity of such wireless devices. More recently, several companies, such as GTRAN wireless [3] , are offering integrated cards that implement both IEEE 802.11b and 3G wireless interfaces. Thus, if routing protocols can be made aware of both interfaces, they can improve performance significantly by selecting the best interface(s) to deliver packets to the mobile users.
The UCAN approach also helps us address one of the tough questions when the ad hoc network model is applied to commercial use, i.e., why should a mobile user relay traffic for other users? In UCAN, a mobile user has strong incentives to relay traffic for other users, because, as we shall see in Section 8, relaying traffic for other users will also benefit the user in increasing his own throughput.
We believe that the vast majority of commercial network applications, which need high availability assurance, can only be supported through the managed infrastructure of wide-area wireless networks. In UCAN, we use the ad hoc wireless connection exclusively to enhance the performance of a mobile user's access to the cellular infrastructure; in the absence of sufficient connectivity in the ad hoc network, mobile users continue to access data through their widearea network interface, albeit at a lower throughput.
We make two main contributions in this work: First, we propose a novel architecture that unifies cellular and ad hoc networks opportunistically. Second, we devise a suite of protocols that enables the network architecture, including new proxy discovery and ad hoc routing protocols (which leverage the managed infrastructure to decrease their complexity and overhead and increase their reliability), refined scheduling at the 3G base station (which balances throughput gain among users), and secure crediting (which provides strong motivation for autonomous users to serve as relays). Through analysis and extensive simulations with 1xEV-DO (HDR) and IEEE 802.11b (Wi-Fi), we show that these protocols can substantially benefit cellular networks in dense urban areas, increasing individual user's throughput by more than 100 percent and the aggregate average HDR downlink throughput by up to 50 percent. In this paper, we evaluate the performance of UCAN based on HDR and IEEE 802.11b. However, other 3G (e.g., 1xEV-DV) and IEEE 802.11 (e.g., IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.11g) technologies are also applicable in the UCAN architecture.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we review HDR and IEEE 802.11b technologies and survey the related work. In Section 3, we present data from measurements on a commercial 3G network and show throughput gains obtained using a single-hop IEEE 802.11b relay link to motivate the design of the UCAN architecture. In Section 4, we present the UCAN architecture. In Section 5, we describe two proxy discovery and ad hoc routing protocols that exploit the 3G infrastructure to improve efficiency. In Section 6, we discuss enhancements to the scheduling algorithm at the 3G base station to improve throughput while maintaining fairness. An analytical model is established to characterize the upper-bound of UCAN's throughput gain. In Section 7, we present our secure crediting mechanism for motivating mobile users to serve as relays. In Section 8, we present extensive simulation results of the proxy discovery and routing protocols on a single cell that uses HDR and IEEE 802.11b wireless interfaces. Finally, Section 9 concludes this paper.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly review 3G HDR wide-area data and IEEE 802.11b networks and discuss the related work.
HDR and IEEE 802.11b Networks
An integral part of the CDMA2000 family of 3G standards is 1 Â EV-DO (Evolution-Data Only), also known as HDR (High Data Rate). Designed for bursty packet data applications, it provides a peak data rate of 2.4 Mbps and an average data rate of 600 Kbps within one 1.25-MHz CDMA carrier. HDR is commercially available in South Korea, Brazil, and the upper-midwest US. HDR downlink has a much higher data rate (2.4 Mbps), compared with its uplink data rate of 153.6 Kbps [4] . Users share the HDR downlink using time multiplexing with time slots of 1.67 ms each. At any time instant, data frames are transmitted to one specific client, and the data rate is determined by the client's channel condition. The duration of transmission to each client is determined by the downlink scheduling algorithm. HDR uses a scheduling algorithm called Proportional Fairness Scheduling [4] . The scheduler serves the user with the highest ratio of the instantaneous downlink channel rate over the average throughput.
While HDR has the potential to provide "anywhere" "always-on" wide-area wireless Internet access, its peak downlink data rate of 2.4 Mbps is relatively low compared with IEEE 802.11b links. IEEE 802.11b (Wi-Fi) [5] , [6] has been the most popular local-area wireless data technology, with millions of installations in the past couple of years. IEEE 802.11b interfaces work in the license-free 2.4-GHz ISM frequency band and provide a data rate of up to 11 Mbps. The standard defines two modes. In the infrastructure mode, each mobile client associates and communicates with an IEEE 802.11b access point. When an IEEE 802.11b access point is not available, IEEE 802.11b interfaces are able to communicate with each other on a peer-to-peer basis, namely, the ad hoc mode. Sources and destinations that are beyond immediate reach deliver data packets through multihop forwarding using an ad hoc routing protocol, e.g., DSR [7] or AODV [8] .
Related Work
The related work can be classified into different categories depending on the traffic model (peer-to-peer versus infrastructure access), the relay model (dedicated/stationary versus mobile), and the number of interfaces (one versus two) used. Our design falls into the category of infrastructure access using mobile relays with two interfaces.
The majority of the work in the literature focuses on the ad hoc network model that uses mobile clients as relays to route peer-to-peer traffic within the network [7] , [8] , [9] . However, given the lack of service availability guarantees due to potential network partitions, this model is typically used by niche applications in scenarios such as military communication and disaster relief. In UCAN, the ad hoc routing component is much more efficient and reliable because of its explicit use of the cellular infrastructure, and the protocol complexity is also significantly lower.
There has been some work in the area of integrating the ad hoc and infrastructure network models, but most of these projects involve the use of a single wireless interface for both the relay and infrastructure modes. For example, in [10] , the authors allow GSM terminals to relay traffic to other terminals in order to improve coverage. In Opportunity Driven Multiple Access [11] , the CDMA transmissions from a mobile host to the base station are broken into multiple wireless hops, thereby reducing transmission power. In [12] , the channel pool is divided into a set of fixed channels and a set of forwarding channels so that data packets can hop from "hot" cells to "cold" cells using the forwarding channels in order to reduce delay and increase capacity. In [13] , the authors consider a generic multihop wireless network where the mobile clients communicate with a mobile base station for Internet access, but the clients use only one interface. The authors in [14] also investigate a hybrid IEEE 802.11 network architecture with both DCF and PCF modes, again using one wireless interface. Thus, the total cell throughput achieved in their hybrid network is upper-bounded by the throughput achievable in the cellular-only mode. In UCAN, since we use high-bandwidth wireless channels in ad hoc mode (IEEE 802.11) to relay the traffic of the cellular network (3G), our hybrid network architecture exhibits significant cell throughput gains over the throughput achievable in the cellular-only mode. In [15] , the authors propose a multihop cellular system where every mobile client participates in relaying traffic. The goal there is to reduce the number of base stations and use relay to increase coverage. However, the system increases overall capacity only when the communicating entities are in the same cell, a relatively uncommon occurrence.
One system that uses two interfaces to integrate cellular and ad hoc networks is the iCAR system [16] . However, the authors primarily focus on improving the call blocking probability for circuit-like traffic by diverting traffic from congested cells to neighboring lightly loaded cells. They use predeployed, dedicated stationary relays for this purpose, resulting in increased cost. Other techniques to improve the throughput of wide-area networks include increasing available spectrum, using multiple antennas [17] , etc., but each of these approaches also incurs high cost. Our goal in this paper is to use the mobile clients themselves as relays to improve the data throughput of a single cell, thus incurring no additional equipment cost to the wide-area network operator. However, we do point out that UCAN may work with these techniques in concert to further improve the system throughput.
MOTIVATION
In order to verify our hypothesis that one can use IEEE 802.11 relays to increase the throughput of 3G networks, we conducted a simple experiment. The testbed consists of a Windows laptop, a Linux-based relay device, and a Linux server. The laptop has an integrated IEEE 802.11b interface and a Sierra Wireless AirCard 555 CDMA2000-1X PCMCIA card. The Linux-based relay has two interfaces, a Sierra Wireless CDMA2000-1X PCMCIA card and a Proxim IEEE 802.11b card. The Linux server is connected to the Internet via a T1 link (1.5 Mbps) and acts as an FTP server. We subscribe to the Verizon Wireless CDMA2000-1X service that supports data rates of up to 144 Kbps.
We conduct experiments in two modes: no relay and relay. In the no relay mode, the laptop is placed in the lab and we download a 1-Mbyte compressed file over the CDMA2000-1X network from the Linux server. We turn off data and header compression on the CDMA2000-1X link. We conduct multiple runs (13) of each download during the day (1:00-4:00 pm) and compute the average and maximum throughput for the transfer of the 1-Mbyte file.
In the relay mode, the laptop is placed in the same location in the lab, but we place the Linux relay in the corridor, where the signal strength is higher. We configure the routing tables so that, when the laptop is downloading the file in the relay mode, it uses the IEEE 802.11b interface connected to the Linux relay and the Linux relay uses its CDMA2000-1X link to perform the download. Again, we perform a number of runs and calculate the average and maximum throughput.
The results of each run are shown in Fig. 1 and summarized in Table 1 . The runs with throughput of 0 Kbps were cases where we could not complete the download as the 3G connection got disconnected. It is clear from the results that the IEEE 802.11b relay in the simple static configuration is able to significantly improve the average and maximum throughput by taking advantage of its better signal strength of the CDMA2000-1X channel.
Since the simple static experiments show potential, we would now like to examine the general case where more mobile clients participate as relays for each other. We next describe our UCAN architecture and the protocols for the general case.
UCAN ARCHITECTURE
Although a large number of 3G wide-area and IEEE 802.11 local-area networking technologies apply, we present UCAN architecture in the specific context of 1xEV-DO, i.e., High Data Rate (HDR) [18] , and IEEE 802.11b, i.e., Wi-Fi [6] . We choose these two technologies because of their support for high data rate and their popularity. We assume that each device in UCAN has dual wireless interfaces: HDR and IEEE 802.11b. It can be a portable computer with both a 3G wireless modem and an IEEE 802.11b PCMCIA card or a PDA with both interfaces integrated in a single card [3] . Fig. 2 shows the UCAN network architecture. For those mobile devices associated with the HDR base station, some of them may be actively receiving data packets from the Internet via the HDR downlink, while others may have their HDR interfaces in the dormant mode. Associated clients monitor the pilot bursts of the HDR downlink to estimate their current downlink channel conditions. At the same time, these devices turn on their IEEE 802.11b interfaces in ad hoc mode and run UCAN protocols. If a destination client experiences low HDR downlink channel rate (e.g., 38.6 Kbps), instead of transmitting directly to the destination, the HDR base station transmits the data frames to another client (proxy client) whose channel condition supports a higher data rate (up to 2.4 Mbps). These frames are further relayed through IP tunneling via intermediate relay clients to the destination, using the high-bandwidth IEEE 802.11b links.
The above seemingly simple UCAN relay operation poses three main challenges:
. Given that clients are mobile, how does the HDR base station discover the proxy that has a good downlink channel rate while remaining connected with the destination client through the IEEE 802.11b ad hoc network? . Once an existing relay path in the IEEE 802.11b ad hoc network breaks or the existing proxy's channel rate decreases, how are the HDR base station and the destination client informed so that the discovery of a new proxy can be initiated? . Given that individual mobile clients are autonomous, how are they motivated to turn on their IEEE 802.11b interfaces and consume their precious battery power to relay data frames for other clients? The next three sections answer these questions in detail. We start with the design of proxy discovery and routing protocols. We then present the scheduling algorithm that balances throughput gain among clients and the secure crediting protocol and motivates autonomous users to participate in UCAN relay.
PROXY DISCOVERY AND ROUTING
In this section, we present the greedy and on-demand proxy discovery and routing protocols and the route and proxy maintenance mechanisms in the presence of client mobility and HDR channel rate variation.
Overview
When a mobile client experiences a low HDR downlink channel rate, it sends out a route request message using its IEEE 802.11b interface. This route request message is propagated through several intermediate mobile clients (henceforth called relay clients), according to the proxy discovery protocol, to reach a mobile client with high HDR downlink channel rate (henceforth called proxy client). The route request forwarding process installs routing information in each relay client to enable data frames to traverse the same path in the reverse order and reach the destination client. Thus, the proxy discovery protocol also serves as the route establishment protocol.
The proxy client then sends a proxy application message to the HDR base station through the HDR uplink. Accordingly, the HDR base station updates the proxy table entry for the destination client. Starting from the next scheduled time slot for the destination client, the HDR base station transmits data frames to the proxy client.
When the proxy client receives a data frame from the HDR downlink, it checks the destination signature field of the frame [18] and forwards the frame to the destination client via its IEEE 802.11b interface based on the routing information that is established during the route request propagation. We use IP tunneling to encapsulate the data frame in an IP packet.
We devise two proxy discovery protocols: Greedy and On-demand. The greedy protocol is proactive in that all clients proactively maintain their immediate neighbors' average downlink channel rates. When the route request message is issued, it is unicast to the neighbor with the highest downlink channel rate. The message then traverses greedily through a set of relay clients with increasing downlink channel quality to the proxy client and then, finally, to the HDR base station. The on-demand protocol is reactive. When a mobile client initiates a route request message, it floods the message to all its neighbors within a given range. Those neighbors with high channel quality contend to serve as the proxy by sending application messages to the HDR base station. Thus, the two protocols may find different proxies. They also incur different overhead on the 802.11b network and the HDR uplink.
Greedy Proxy Discovery
In greedy proxy discovery, neighboring mobile clients within the one-hop IEEE 802.11b transmission range periodically exchange their average downlink channel rates by broadcasting a neighborhood advertisement message (NBADV). Thus, each mobile client proactively maintains a table of its neighbors' IDs (e.g., IP addresses) and their most recently advertised average HDR downlink channel rates. The destination client also sets the TTL field of its NBADV packet so that only those clients within a certain range from the destination client need to establish neighborhood information.
When a destination client decides to look for a proxy client, it unicasts a route request message (RTREQ) to the neighbor with the best HDR downlink channel rate. The destination client sets the TTL field of the RTREQ message to control the propagation range and, therefore, the length of the ad hoc relay path. The processing of a RTREQ message at each relay node is shown in Fig. 3 . On receipt of a RTREQ message, the mobile client inserts an entry into its routing table for the destination client and sets the next-hop relay as the client from which it receives the RTREQ. If the RTREQ TTL is still larger than zero, the client further forwards it to the neighboring node with the best HDR downlink channel rate. If the RTREQ TTL reaches zero or the client does not have any neighbor with a better HDR downlink channel rate, the client constructs and sends a proxy application message to the HDR base station via the HDR uplink. The HDR base station updates its proxy table entry for the destination client and sets the proxy client accordingly. Greedy proxy discovery protocol relies on the existence of a greedy path to reach a proxy client with a high HDR downlink channel rate. However, such a greedy path may not always locate the proxy with the best channel rate. As we can see in Fig. 4 , Client E actually has the best HDR downlink channel rate among clients two hops away from the destination Client A. The greedy proxy discovery is unable to find it due to the local minimum at Client C.
On-Demand Proxy Discovery
In on-demand proxy discovery, mobile clients do not proactively maintain their neighborhood information. Instead, the destination client reactively floods a RTREQ message within a certain range. The RTREQ message carries the destination client's average HDR downlink channel rate and a sequence number that is incremented every time the destination client initiates a new round of proxy discovery.
The processing of a RTREQ message in on-demand proxy discovery is shown in Fig. 5 . Whenever a mobile client receives a RTREQ message, it compares the sequence number with the largest RTREQ sequence number it has seen for the destination client. It drops the RTREQ message if the sequence number is smaller, or if the sequence numbers are equal but the hop number is not smaller. Otherwise, the client updates its routing table for the destination client and compares its own average HDR downlink channel rate with the HDR downlink channel rate carried by the RTREQ message. If its own HDR downlink channel rate is higher, the client writes its channel rate into RTREQ and forwards a copy of the RTREQ message to the HDR base station. Moreover, the client decrements the RTREQ message's TTL and further broadcasts the RTREQ message if the TTL is still positive. See Fig. 6 for an example.
When it receives a RTREQ from a mobile client applying to be the proxy of a certain destination, the HDR base station first compares the sequence number of the RTREQ with the sequence number of the proxy table entry. If the sequence number of RTREQ is larger, the HDR base station uses the new proxy client and updates the proxy table entry. If equal, the HDR base station chooses the new proxy only if its HDR downlink channel rate is not smaller and the path length is not larger than the existing proxy client. The RTREQ message is discarded if its sequence number is smaller.
Compared with the greedy scheme, on-demand proxy discovery is able to locate the proxy client with the best HDR downlink channel rate (assuming that broadcast is reliable). The cost is the larger overhead on the HDR uplink since, usually, multiple clients apply to the HDR base station to be the proxy.
Route and Proxy Maintenance
In the UCAN model, changes in the ad hoc relay arise in two cases. One is when mobile clients (destination, relays, or proxies) move out of range from the ad hoc relay path, resulting in route breakage. The other is when the HDR downlink channel rate of the proxy client decreases. It can even become lower than that of the destination client itself. In this section, we address these issues by leveraging the availability of the central coordinator (base station). Different from all existing ad hoc network routing protocols [7] , [8] , [9] , the always available HDR uplink and downlink allows us to devise simple yet effective solutions to all the above problems.
Routing Failures and Recovery
A relay path breaks when the proxy, relay, or destination client moves out of range. When the next-hop relay client is out of reach, the IEEE 802.11b MAC layer calls a callback function to inform the client of such failures. The client then reports this routing failure to the HDR base station. The routing failure messages reset the proxy table entry for the destination client and new data frames will be sent to the destination client directly using the HDR downlink. This way, it only takes one transmission of a single routing failure message via the HDR uplink to recover from the routing failures. From the destination client's perspective, consistent direct transmission via the HDR downlink implies the failures of the previous relay route. If its current downlink channel rate is still unsatisfactory, the destination client can simply issue another round of proxy discovery to establish a new proxy client at the base station. This mechanism reacts very quickly to the routing failures since it only takes one single signaling message along the HDR uplink to recover from the route breakage.
UCAN SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
In this section, we investigate the impact of UCAN relay on HDR scheduling fairness. HDR adopts the proportional fairness scheduling [4] , [19] to schedule clients at each time slot. Specifically, let R i ðtÞ be the instantaneous downlink channel rate for mobile client i at time t, and let T i ðtÞ be client i's average throughput in a past time window. T i ðtÞ is maintained as a moving average T i ðt þ 1Þ ¼ ð1 À 1=wÞT i ðtÞ þ 1=wR i ðtÞ, where w is the window size. A proportional fairness scheduler schedules the client k with the minimum
T k ðtÞ
RkðtÞ at every time slot. This algorithm leverages multiuser diversity in the instantaneous downlink channel rates. A client is scheduled when its downlink channel rate is high in order to improve the overall downlink throughput, while the short-term fairness in terms of the clients' throughput is also considered.
Throughput Gain Balance
In UCAN, packets may be transmitted to a proxy client, and we cannot simply use the R i ðtÞ and T i ðtÞ of either the final destination or the proxy client to run the the proportional fairness scheduling. However, in order to maintain compatibility with the scenarios where no ad hoc relay is enabled and preserve the fairness and throughput optimality of the proportional fairness scheduling, we still use the same scheduling criterion, i.e.,
TiðtÞ
RiðtÞ . Therefore, we need to choose the scheduling metric in the presence of proxy forwarding. For the average throughput T i ðtÞ, a straightforward way is to update T i ðtÞ of the destination client with the number of bits that the base station transmits for it, either directly or through a proxy. The question remains as to how to set R i ðtÞ: We could use the downlink channel rate of either the proxy or the destination client.
At a first glance, the proxy client's downlink channel rate seems to be a reasonable choice because it is the data rate that is actually used for the HDR downlink transmission. However, compared with the case where no proxy relay is enabled, this choice places the destination client in an advantageous position in scheduling: Given a certain throughput, the destination client will have a smaller scheduling metric TiðtÞ RiðtÞ because the proxy client's downlink channel rate is larger than the destination client's own. This Fig. 6 . On-demand proxy discovery and routing: Destination Client A floods a RTREQ with TTL set to 2. Clients B, D, and E forward the RTREQ messages via the HDR uplink to apply to be the proxy client for A. HDR BS chooses E, which has the best average downlink channel rate, as the proxy client.
increased rank for the destination client may negatively affect the proxy client's motivation to participate in relay. On the other hand, if we use the destination client's own downlink channel rate in computing TiðtÞ RiðtÞ , the increased scheduling rank of the destination client can be eliminated. The increased HDR downlink channel utilization can then be shared among the destination and the proxy clients.
We use a simple example for an illustration. Suppose Client A has a constant downlink channel rate of 2 and Client B has a constant downlink channel rate of 1. Recall that, under the proportional fairness algorithm, T i ðtÞ=R i has to be equal for A and B. Without relay, the ratio of the channel rates of A and B is 2:1. Therefore, their throughput ratio will be 2:1 as well. For every two slots, A will be scheduled in one slot ðwith throughput ¼ A:rate Â 1slot=2slot ¼ 2=2Þ and B will in the other slot ðwith throughput ¼ B:rate Â 1slot=2slot ¼ 1=2Þ:
The aggregate throughput is 1=2 þ 2=2 ¼ 3=2.
With relay, the base station will always transmit to A (either as a destination or a proxy) using its superior rate of 2, resulting in an increase of the aggregate throughput from 3/2 to 2. If we use the proxy's rate to calculate T i ðtÞ=R i , then throughput of A and B will all be 1. Note that all of the increase in HDR downlink channel utilization goes to Client B (from 1/2 to 1), and there is no improvement on the proxy client (A)'s own throughput. On the other hand, if we use the client destination's rate to calculate T i ðtÞ=R i , then the throughput ratio of A to B will remain 2:1, the same as the case without relay, and the throughput gain will be distributed between A and B proportionally. Table 2 shows the individual and aggregate throughputs for various cases. From the last column, we can see that using the destination client's own downlink channel rate for scheduling balances the throughput gains among the destination client, the proxy client, and the aggregate HDR cell throughput. This property serves as strong motivation for the network operator to enable UCAN relay for increased aggregate downlink utilization. It also serves as motivation for the proxy and intermediate relay clients in terms of perceived throughput increase for their own downlink flows. For those clients that are not actively receiving packets from the base station, we further propose a secure crediting mechanism in Section 7 to provide extra incentives so that all clients are encouraged to participate in UCAN relay.
Multipath, Multiproxy Relay
Note that proxy clients are established based on their average downlink channel rate. Due to fast fading, a large average downlink channel rate does not always mean a large instantaneous downlink channel rate that is actually used in downlink transmission. If the instantaneous downlink channel rate of the destination is larger than that of the proxy for a specific time slot, the HDR base station can skip the relay and send the data frames directly to the destination client. This provides a way to take advantage of the increased channel diversity [19] in UCAN.
To leverage the proportional fairness scheduling with maximal channel diversity, the HDR base station maintains a relay topology that is composed of the set of proxies for all destination clients, that is, the set of clients that have established routes to reach the destination clients via the IEEE 802.11b ad hoc network. At each time slot, the base station transmits the data frame to the one with the best instantaneous downlink channel rate while remaining connected to the targeted destination client. From the scheduling's perspective, UCAN increases throughput because the channel diversity for each destination client is increased by multiple proxy or relay clients with higher average channel rates.
We realize channel diversity maximization through diversified relay paths. For this purpose, we modify our proxy discovery and routing protocols (for both greedy and on-demand) to let all RTREQ messages carry the entire relay path, and all proxy candidates forward the relay paths to the base station. The HDR base station then updates the relay topology based on the set of relay clients and their connectivity information along the newly established relay path. Upon the reception of link failure reports, the base station deletes the link from the relay topology and adjusts the set of proxies that are connected to certain destination clients accordingly. As long as there are still enough relay proxies available for the destination client involved, no proxy rediscovery is necessary. This measure significantly decreases the frequency of proxy discovery, hence the overhead, compared with the basic versions presented in Section 5.
Carrying relay path information in RTREQ also simplifies loop detection in ad hoc routing and enables the secure crediting, as we present in the next section. Although it incurs extra overhead, the overhead is limited by the short length of the relay path, which is usually around three hops, as we will show in our simulations.
Modeling and Analysis
We now develop a simple analytical model for the UCAN architecture to study its potential performance gain.
Models
We consider that the HDR downlink channel capacity is determined by the well-known Shannon Theory [20] ,
where B is the channel bandwidth and is the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). is mainly determined by three factors: large-scale fading due to signal strength attenuation over distance, shadow fading caused by terrain, buildings or other obstacles, and fast fading due to multipath propagation. In the following, we model the magnitude of these three factors respectively. Large-scale fading over distance determines the mean value of . Such a mean value can be modeled by a function of distance:
Þ n , where c is constant, d 0 is a reference distance, and n is the path loss exponent. n is usually decided by measurements. For example, [21] reports that n is usually between 3.5 and 6. The second factor, shadow fading, causes the mean value À to vary randomly from one client location to another. It can be modeled by X , a zeromean Gaussian random variable with standard deviation . Similar to n, is often decided by measurements. Its typical value is between 6 and 10 dB or even higher. After considering both the path loss over distance and shadow fading mentioned above, we have
The fast fading for a HDR downlink channel is usually modeled by a Rayleigh distribution. More specifically, the probability density function (p.d.f.) for is
Without using UCAN, the average throughput achieved by a client (at distance d) is the average HDR downlink channel capacity, which can be derived from (1) and (3) as follows:
Now, we derive the average throughput when UCAN is used. First, we assume clients are independently and uniformly placed in an area with node density . The probability of having N nodes in a region of size B follows the following Poisson distribution:
UCAN has two proxy discovery protocols: greedy and on-demand. We only consider the on-demand one since it outperforms the greedy. When the on-demand protocol is used in the scenario of Fig. 7 , Client A will flood a RTREQ message within its local range when its downlink channel quality is low. Suppose the local range is represented by a circle with radius l, and there are N clients within the range (including client A itself). The distance between the N clients and the base station are d 1 ; d 2 ; . . . ; d n , respectively. Consequently, the on-demand discovery protocol allows Client A to use the maximum HDR downlink throughput among the local N clients. In order to calculate such a maximum throughput, we first calculate the probability for Client i having the highest HDR downlink instantaneous SNR when its SNR is . Such a probability is
By averaging p i ðÞ over all the N clients and all the possible values of , we calculate T u ðNÞ, the maximum expected throughput among the N clients. T u ðNÞ is
When the on-demand discovery protocol is used, T u ðNÞ is also the throughput for client A. If we further consider that the probability of having N nodes follows the Poisson distribution in (5), we can average T u ðNÞ over all possible values of N and get the following average throughput for Client A:
Here, we have ignored the overhead for delivering proxy discovery messages and the transmission time over the IEEE 802.11b channel. These factors do not have much impact on the result since the IEEE 802.11b channel capacity is much higher than the HDR downlink channel capacity. Equation (7) has an N-order integral. If we directly solve it, the computational complexity will become formidable when N is large. As an alternative approach, we reduce complexity by approximation. As shown in Fig. 7 , any node that can potentially be a proxy for Client A has a distance to the base station falling within ½d 1 À l; d 1 þ l. If we divide this range into K intervals, the length for each interval should be 2l K . We assume that all the nodes falling into the same interval have approximately the same distance to the base station. For example, in Fig. 7 , the shadow region contains all the nodes falling into the kth interval ðk ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; KÞ. The distance is
Such an approximation inevitably introduces error. Nevertheless, we can always reduce the error by choosing a large K.
We use n k to denote the number of nodes with distance D k . To estimate n k , we first calculate the length of the arc for the shadow region in Fig. 7 .
The width for the shadow region is ÁD ¼ 2l K , so the region size is a k 2l K . Given that the total number of nodes within the circle is N and these N nodes are evenly distributed, we have Therefore, (7) can be rewritten as follows:
Compared to (7), the above equation has a K þ 1-order integral. We can let K ( N to reduce complexity.
Numerical Results
We use the numerical method to solve the previously derived models. Given that T u and T are the throughputs with or without UCAN, respectively, we use the ratio
to gauge the throughput gain for UCAN. In our numerical computation, we need to specify the magnitude of large-scale fading over distance and shadow fading (see (2) ). We thus refer to the published experimental data in [4] and [18] to choose values for c, d 0 , and n in (2). The resulting ÀðdÞ (without X ) is depicted in Fig. 10 .
We fix the communication range for the ad hoc network to be 40 m. The search range l is measured by hop numbers. We also let d 1 , the distance between the destination client and the HDR base station, be 800 m. We compute the throughput gain at different node density, which is measured by the node number in the communication range of the destination client. We first disable shadowing fading and present the results in Fig. 8 . Clearly, a larger l or node density increases the number of possible proxy clients, which is shown to further increase the throughput gain. More specifically, when the node density is four nodes within the communication range, the throughput gain is about 75 percent when the search range is three hops.
In another scenario, we compare between two cases: enabing and disabling shadow fading. We fix l to be three hops, and we consider three different values for d 1 . We then observe how throughput gain varies over different node density. The results are shown in Fig. 9 . We notice that a larger d 1 leads to a higher throughput gain for UCAN. This is due to the fact that the mean SNR becomes lower when the distance d 1 increases. When the mean SNR is lower, the instantaneous SNR is relatively less stable according to (3) . Accordingly, the channel diversity among different clients is more significant and, thus, UCAN leads to higher throughput gain.
From Fig. 9 , we also observe that the shadow fading can increase the throughput gain of UCAN. This is because shadow fading adds a random variable to the mean SNR value. Thus, the diversity of nearby clients' SNRs are increased. However, we are aware that such an observation is partially due to our usage of uncorrelated shadow fading, i.e., the introduced random variables are independent from client locations. Though this assumption is used by many existing works (e.g., [21] , [22] , [23] ), we realize that it might not capture all scenarios in reality. For example, a building can block the LOS of a few approximate clients, all of which exhibit similar mean SNR. As one future direction, we will explore methods that can realistically model correlated shadow fading.
In summary, the above numerical results demonstrate that UCAN can have 40 percent to 160 percent throughput gain with reasonable parameter settings. In general, higher node density, proxy search range, and distance from the base station will increase the throughput gain.
SECURE CREDITING
Although it is clear from the previous section that clients who are actively receiving data from the HDR base station are motivated to participate in the UCAN relay with perceived throughput increase for their own downlink flows, extra incentive has to be provided to encourage other clients who are not actively receiving. We design secure crediting as part of the UCAN architecture for this purpose. In essence, all the intermediate clients along an ad hoc relay path, including both the proxy and the relay clients, are awarded credits. These credits can be redeemed in the form of shared revenue or increased priority in the future call admission, packet scheduling and/or network traffic engineering. We leave the details of the credit accounting [24] , [25] and focus on the identification of legitimate intermediate clients along the data relay path. The crediting subsystem deals with two problems. One is the deletion of legitimate clients and the other is the addition of extra clients. Client A on an ad hoc relay path may intentionally add another Client B that is not actually forwarding the data frames so that Client B can earn credits without contributing to the packet relay. The addition of extra clients discourages the network operators from enabling UCAN relay. On the other hand, a malicious client may intentionally remove a legitimate client from a relay path in order to gain a larger share of the credits with some credit assignment strategy. The deletion of legitimate clients discourages honest relay clients and defeats the very purpose of crediting.
Our solution is to piggyback a single keyed Message Authentication Code (MAC) in the RTREQ message as it propagates to the base station from the destination client. 1 The MAC authenticates the relay path so that the base station can precisely keep track of the number of data frames that are relayed by each proxy and relay client. To this end, each client negotiates a secret key with the base station. Depending on the specific 3G system, this secret key can be derived from the already established secret between the client and its home network registration center, involving no extra key management overhead.
Greedy Proxy Discovery
In greedy proxy discovery, RTREQ messages are unicast from the destination to the proxy through relay clients. Each client along the relay path can encode both the upstream and the downstream clients in the MAC. Take the following example for an illustration. Destination Client D is building a relay path through Relay Client C and B and Proxy Client A. The propagation of RTREQ is described in Table 3 . ðMÞ K denotes the computation of the keyed digest of the message M using key K.
Because Client A, B, C, and D share secret keys ðK A ; K B ; K C ; K D Þ with the base station, respectively, the base station can easily verify the authenticity of the path by repeating the above process of MAC computation. If the verification fails, the base station solicits every client to submit their MACs, e.g., MAC A ; MAC B ; MAC C , in order to detect the cheating client(s).
A client cannot be added into or removed from the path by any single relay or proxy client (e.g., Client C, B, or A) without triggering a MAC verification failure. Even Destination Client D cannot add another client because its Downstream Client C only encodes in its MAC the upstream client from which it receives the RTREQ message. Proxy Client A cannot add any client before or after itself, as the former will trigger a MAC verification failure at the base station and the latter will be detected by the base station immediately on receipt of the proxy application message through the HDR uplink.
On-Demand Proxy Discovery
In on-demand proxy discovery, RTREQ messages are broadcast to all neighbors, and a client cannot encode the downstream client in the keyed MAC. In this case, a relay or proxy client may add another client before itself without triggering a MAC verification failure. However, unlike the greedy proxy discovery protocol, the increased path length will leave the longer path in a disadvantageous position as multiple candidate proxy clients compete at the HDR base station.
Note that a client cannot be removed without triggering a MAC verification failure. In the previous example, Client B can remove its upstream Client C only if it can receive the RTREQ message that is transmitted from D to C. In that case, a shorter path, i.e., D ! B ! A ! BS, exists and should be used instead.
The above mechanisms do not handle the case where two or more consecutive clients on a relay path conspire to add another client in the middle. The addition of a forged client will result in bursty data frame losses whenever the base station transmits data frames to the forged relay client and is therefore subject to detection by other traffic analysis tools.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the UCAN architecture in improving the downlink channel utilization in an HDR cell through packet-level simulations. We first present the simulation models, metrics, and methodology for our evaluation in Section 8.1. We then present the simulation results, investigating the impact of a wide range of parameters such as client locations and mobility, which are difficult to characterize analytically (see Section 6.3).
Models, Metrics, and Methodology
We implement the UCAN architecture and protocols in the ns À 2 simulator. The HDR downlink channel quality is modeled using both slow fading and fast fading according to the published experimental data in [4] , [18] . Slow fading is modeled as a function of the client's distance from the HDR base station, as shown in Fig. 10 . Fast fading is modeled by Jakes' Rayleigh fading [26] , as shown in Fig. 11 . The combined E c =N t for both slow and fast fading is then mapped to a table of supported data rate with 1 percent error [18] . Fig. 12 presents a snapshot of HDR downlink instantaneous channel rates and the average rate over a , and 12. First, the average HDR downlink channel rate degrades rapidly as a mobile client's distance from the HDR base station increases with an average channel rate of around 600 Kbps. There exists a lot of room for UCAN ad hoc relay to improve the downlink channel utilization, especially for those clients that are located close to the edge of the cell where the average channel rate is only around 100-200 Kbps. Second, the channel rate varies with large amplitude in small time scale (one time slot of 1.67 ms). Therefore, each mobile client has to maintain a moving average of its HDR downlink channel rate, based on which the routing decision is made. The large and rapid channel variation also justifies our scheduling algorithm (Section 6.2), which explicitly leverages the increased channel diversity under the UCAN architecture where multiple relay and proxy clients are associated with each single destination client.
We use the IEEE 802.11b implementation in ns-2 version 2:1b9a. The radio propagation model for IEEE 802.11b uses the Two-Ray Ground reflection model [27] . We set the transmission power of the IEEE 802.11b interface so that 11 Mbps data rate is supported at the 40-meter communication range. Note that this range is different from the ns-2 default to better approximate the peer-to-peer communication range in an outdoor environment. All clients are placed uniform randomly in the simulated scenarios unless otherwise specified. The mobility of clients is set according to the random waypoint model [7] . The mobile client starts at a uniformly random location, waits for a certain pause time, randomly chooses a new location, and moves with a random speed chosen from zero to the maximum speed parameter. We set the pause time to be 3 seconds and vary the maximum speeds to investigate the impact of client mobility. All the mobile nodes are within a square cell of 886 Â 886 m 2 with the HDR base station located in the center, approximating a 500-meter radius circular cell. These mobile clients share the HDR downlink using time multiplexing with slot size of 1.67 ms [4] . We apply the updated versions of the greedy and on-demand proxy discovery protocols with multiproxy, multiple route relay enabled (see Section 6.2). For small fragments that are received from the HDR downlink, proxy clients aggregate them whenever possible to decrease the per-packet control overhead over IEEE 802.11b relay.
We simulate a certain number of TCP/FTP or UDP/CBR flows, each of which originates at the HDR base station and ends at a mobile client. The packet size is set to 1,024 bytes for both TCP and UDP flows. The total load of the CBR flows is set to 1.01 Â 2.457 Mbps, making the HDR downlink overloaded even at its peak channel rate. Each simulation runs for 150 seconds and each data point presented in the figures is the average over 20 random scenarios.
We use three metrics to evaluate the performance of our UCAN relay protocols. We compare the maximum, minimum, and aggregate throughput gains for data flows in order to evaluate the effectiveness of our UCAN relay in improving the aggregate HDR downlink channel utilization as well as individual flow's throughput. Routing overhead on HDR uplink is measured to compare the greedy and on-demand proxy discovery protocols in terms of the overheads.
Single Destination Client Scenarios
In this section, we start with a simple scenario of a single static destination client receiving packets from the HDR base station. We fix the location of the destination client to be 400 m away from the HDR base station, i.e., 0:8R, where R ¼ 500 m is the radius of the simulated HDR cell. Considering the maximum communication range of 40 m for IEEE 802.11b at 11 Mbps data rate, we limit the maximum number of UCAN relay hops to be six by setting TTL ¼ 6 for the RTREQ messages. That is, we can discover in the best case a proxy client around 160 m away from the HDR base station with an average channel rate of 854 Kbps (Fig. 12) . We vary the mobile client's (other than the destination client) maximum moving speed from 0 to 10 m/s. Clients are placed uniformly random in the HDR cell, with an average number of one to four neighboring clients within the IEEE 802.11b 40-meter communication range.
Throughput Gain
Figs. 13 and 14 show the throughput gains over the scenario without UCAN relay for one UDP flow and one TCP flow, respectively, under different client mobility and density settings. As we can see, for UDP flow with modest mobility (2 m/s) and high client density (four neighbors on average), our UCAN relay can achieve a throughput gain of up to 133 percent with the aggregate throughput of up to 785 Kbps, which is within 92 percent of the optimal 854 Kbps. For both greedy and on-demand proxy discovery, the throughput under a certain client density decreases slightly as the client moving speed increases, demonstrating the effectiveness of our route maintenance and recovery from route breakage due to node mobility (Section 5.4). In general, on-demand proxy discovery outperforms greedy proxy discovery in terms of throughput gains, as the RTREQ flooding approach is able to locate the proxy client with the best downlink channel within three hops. The client density is the main factor that impacts the throughput gains. The higher the client density, the higher the throughput gains. This is because, under high client densities, the average length of the relay path increases, connecting the destination client with the proxy client with higher downlink channel rate. However, even at the low density with one neighboring client on average, UCAN relay is still able to achieve around 30 $ 50 percent throughput gain for both TCP and UDP flows. We can compare the throughput gain in a simulation scenario and the throughput gain derived from analysis. The chosen simulation scenario is for Fig. 13 , in which ondemand routing is assumed. With the same settings, we derive the throughput gain from our previous analytical model and present the comparison results in Table 4 . Clearly, the performance gain derived in the analysis is higher. This is due to an implicit assumption in the analysis that the nearby client with the highest downlink channel rate is always chosen as the proxy. Such an assumption nevertheless does not hold in simulations because of imperfect routing protocols. Fig. 15 shows the total UCAN routing overhead on the HDR uplink due to the candidate clients' proxy application messages of the on-demand proxy discovery protocol. Depending on the client density and the network dynamics (client mobility), the total overhead ranges from 1.2 Kbps to around 10 Kbps, or 0.77 percent to 6.5 percent of the 155 Kbps HDR uplink bandwidth [18] . In contrast, the greedy proxy discovery's routing overhead on the HDR uplink is significantly lower. Fig. 16 compares the overhead of greedy and on-demand proxy discovery protocols on the HDR uplink. Recall that, in the greedy protocol, only one client generates a proxy application to the HDR base station while, in the on-demand protocol, multiple clients independently generate proxy applications. We can clearly see from Fig. 16 that on-demand proxy discovery has up to eight times the overhead on the HDR uplink compared with that of the greedy proxy discovery. This overhead increases as the client density increases due to the increased number of candidate proxy clients. Thus, while on-demand provides higher throughput gains than the greedy approach, these gains come at the cost of substantial overhead on the HDR uplink.
Overhead on HDR Uplink
Note that the ratio of overhead of on-demand to greedy approach remains almost constant with respect to client mobility speeds. The reason is that the ratio of the number of candidate proxy applications to the HDR base station remains the same for each route breakage and high client mobility results in the same frequency of rerouting for both greedy and on-demand proxy discoveries. Thus, high client mobility speed results in higher absolute but similar relative overhead for both approaches.
Maximum Length of Relay Path Length
To investigate the impact of the maximum length of the UCAN relay path, we change the initial TTL of the RTREQ messages of the on-demand proxy discovery protocol from 1 to 7. We set the average number of neighboring clients to be three and the maximum moving speed to 2 m/s. The achieved throughputs for the single TCP and UDP flow are shown in Fig. 17 . On the one hand, the throughput gain increases as the length of the relay path increases for the following two reasons: First, a destination client will have a higher chance to reach a proxy client with higher average HDR downlink channel rate. Second, the longer the RTREQ message propagation, the more candidate proxy clients from which the HDR base station can choose. Considering the fast fading of the HDR downlink channel, the increased number of proxy clients results in increased channel diversity and long-term throughput, even for a single destination client, as we analyzed in Section 6.2. On the other hand, a longer relay route leads to more frequent rerouting, especially when the topology dynamics are high. We found that limiting the length of the relay path to 6 hops works well in most of our simulated scenarios.
Note that the end-to-end relay capacity of the IEEE 802.11b relay path decreases quickly as the path length increases from 1 to 4 and stabilizes beyond 7 hops. Since we use the IEEE 802.11b network exclusively for the HDR downlink traffic relay and the maximum transmission rate of the HDR downlink is 2.4 Mbps, the offered load to the IEEE 802.11b relay network is at most 2.4 Mbps regardless of the number of active destination clients in the HDR cell. In other words, the relay path is rarely the throughput bottleneck, except when the proxy client's downlink channel is more than 2 Mpbs and the relay route is long (beyond 7 hops).
Multiple Destination Client Scenarios
In this section, we investigate the interactions between multiple competing HDR downlink flows. We again simulate a 500-meter HDR cell. Every client has an average number of three neighboring clients. Five randomly chosen destination clients set up TCP or UDP connections with the base station. All clients, including the destination clients, are mobile during the simulations and we vary the moving speed from 0 to 10 m/s. We also study the impact of the relay path length by setting the TTL of the RTREQ messages from 1 to 6.
Figs. 18 and 19 show the throughput gains for ondemand proxy discovery protocol with five random UDP flows. The average individual flow's throughput increases as we increase the relay path length from 1 to 5. Compared with 5-hop relay, 6-hop relay achieves higher throughput gains at low mobility (0, 2 m/s), but almost the same throughput gains with high client mobility (8, 10 m/s). The reason is that a longer relay path is subject to more route breakage in the presence of high node mobility. Fig. 19 shows the maximum and minimum throughput gains for individual flows and the aggregate throughput gain of the HDR downlink. As we can see, the minimum throughput gains for individual flows are all positive. This result verifies that our scheduling algorithm (Section 6) proportionally distributes the increased downlink channel utilization to all active flows. Similar conclusions can be drawn for multiple TCP flows with a greedy proxy discovery protocol, as shown in Figs. 20 and 21 .
However, the aggregate throughput gains are around 10-56 percent, lower than the scenarios with one flow (Section 8.2 ). This is due to a higher base aggregate throughput, i.e., without UCAN relay, of 900 Kbps as compared with the scenarios of one single destination client where the base throughput is only around 340 Kbps. The reason is that HDR's built-in proportional fairness scheduler does a reasonable job of exploiting user diversity given that there are five backlogged flows all the time. Fig. 22 generalizes the scenario to more than five active destination clients. As the total number of active destination clients increases, 2 the gain on the HDR downlink channel utilization stabilizes to 45 percent and 28 percent for UDP and TCP flows, respectively.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present UCAN, a novel network architecture that unifies cellular and ad hoc networks. UCAN exploits the diversity of the HDR downlink channel quality to improve invidual clients' throughput as well as the aggregate cell throughput. Based on UCAN, we propose two new proxy discovery and routing protocols that leverage the managed infrastructure to decrease the complexity and overhead and increase the reliability. We then refine the HDR scheduling to balance throughput gain among clients. Finally, we devise a secure crediting mechanism, providing strong motivation for the mobile clients to serve as relays. Through analysis and extensive simulations, we found that, while the on-demand proxy discovery protocol results in high overhead on the 3G uplink, it delivers fairly high throughput gains: more than 100 percent for individual user's throughput and up to 50 percent for the aggregate cell throughput. On the other hand, the greedy proxy discovery protocol has lower throughput gain, yet results in much lower overhead. 2. Note that an HDR sector supports at most 60 active destination clients.
